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Photodetachedd-electron angular distributions have been measured for the processes V−s3d44s2d5D+hn

→Vs3d34s2d4F+e−, V−s3d44s2d5D+hn→Vs3d34s2d4P+e−, and at discrete wavelengths in the region 457.9–
647.1 nm using the laser photoelectron spectroscopy technique. Photoelectron yields were obtained by mea-
suring the laboratory frame energy spectra of photodetached electrons as a function of the angle between the
velocity vector of the outgoing photoelectrons and the polarization direction of the linearly polarized photon
beam. A nonlinear curve-fitting routine was used to extract the value of the asymmetry parameter for a
particular transition at fixed photon energies. Asymmetry parameters are also reported for photodetacheds
electrons in the transitions V−s3d44s2d5D+hn→Vs3d44sd6D+e− and V−s3d44s2d5D+hn→Vs3d44sd4D+e− at
four photon energies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Significant advances in laser and negative ion beam tech-
nology have stimulated numerous experimental and theoret-
ical investigations of negative-ion photon interactions within
the last three decades. In particular, photodetachment studies
have played a vital role in revealing fundamental features in
negative ion-photon interactions, electron-electron interac-
tions, and in the structure of the negative ion itselff1–4g.
The photodetachment process can be perceived as a two-
stage phenomenon. The first stage involves the photon inter-
acting with the negative ion. The second stage involves the
outgoing electron interacting with the residual core. Since
the photodetachment process results in a neutral residual
core, it allows one to study weak effectsse.g., as electron
correlation and relativistic interactionsd that can be over-
whelmed by long-range Coulomb interactions that are inher-
ent in photoionization processes. In contrast to total cross-
section measurements which provide information on the
magnitudes of transition amplitudes, the differential cross
section, moreover, photoelectron angular distribution mea-
surements, provide information on their relative phases. Fur-
thermore, photoelectron angular distribution measurements
allow one to extract information regarding the initial and
final states of the negative ion as well as the dynamics of the
interaction itself. These distributions are generally measured
using the laser photoelectron spectroscopy technique

sLPESd, where relative photoelectron production is measured
as a function of the angleu between the direction of the
outgoing electron and the polarization direction of a linearly
polarized laser beam.

For a single-photon, single-electron, photodetachment
process, Cooper and Zaref5g have shown that angular distri-
butions can be described by

ds

dV
~ 1 + bP2scosud, s1d

where P2scosud is the second-order Legendre polynomial
andb describes the anisotropy of the outgoing electrons. The
asymmetry parameterb depends on the angular momentum
transferred,j t, to the photodetached electron in the photode-
tachment process. Equations1d is equally valid for any un-
polarized single- and multielectron targets interacting with
linearly polarized photons of energyhn,100 eV. It has the
same form for either LS orj- j coupling, though the predicted
value of b will differ if spin-orbit coupling is significant.
Since the cross sections are non-negative,b is restricted to
the range −1øbø2. If there is more than one value of an-
gular momentum transfer, the asymmetry value is a weighted
average of the form

b =
o ss j tdbs j td

o ss j td
, s2d

where the summations extend over all allowed values of an-
gular momentum transferj t. The summandsbs j td and ss j td
are the partial asymmetry values and partial cross sections
for that particularj t, respectively. The Cooper-Zaref5g for-
malism assumes a central-potential model, and the photode-
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tachment process involves only the interaction of the photon
with the photodetached electronsthe independent-particle
modeld, thereby neglecting the interactions of the photoelec-
tron with the residual atomic core. This approximation re-
stricts the allowed angular momentum transfer to be equal to
the initial orbital angular momentumlo of the photodetached
electron plus or minus one unit of angular momentum, i.e.,
j t = lo±1. Another limitation of the Cooper-Zare theory is that
it cannot describe the energy dependence of the asymmetry
parameter for systems in which configuration interaction and
relativistic effects significantly affect the photodetachment
process.

A more detailed formalism which overcomes these limi-
tations and treats both stages of the photodetachment process
was initially developed by Fano and Dillf6–9g. This formal-
ism is referred to as the “angular momentum transfer theory,”
and accounts for the coupling of the angular momentum of
the photodetached electron to the orbital angular momentum
of the residual atomic core. To illustrate this theoryf9g in a
system described by LS coupling, consider a negative ion
sinitial stated having total orbital angular momentum, total
angular momentum, and parity quantum numbersLo, Jo, and
po. Likewise, those quantum numbers for the residual atomic
core following photodetachment would beLc, Jc, andpc and

those of the outgoing photodetached electron would bel, j ,
pef=s−1dlg. The photon initiates an electric dipole transition
in the system, which imparts one unit of angular momentum
s jg=1d and changes the parity of the systemspg=−1d. The
allowed values of angular momentum transferj t are defined
by the vector equationj t ; j g− l, which can also be written as
j t =L c−L o, since angular momentum is conservedJinitial
−Jfinal =sJo+ j gd−sJc+ j d=0 and electric dipole transitions do
not affect the intrinsic angular momentum states. Parity is
also conserved in the photodetachment processpinitial

=p final=popg=pcpe which reduces to the requirement
popc=s−1dl+1. The photodetachment process can follow ei-
ther a “parity-favored”popc=s−1d j t, wherej t= l ±1 path, or a
“parity-unfavored” popc=s−1d j t+1, where j t= l path. Fano
and Dill f6–8g showed that the asymmetry parameters de-
pend on whether the photodetachment process is parity-
favored or -unfavored and can be written in terms of the
fundamental complex photodetachment scattering ampli-
tudesSls j td from which cross sections are based. These scat-
tering amplitudes generally depend on the angular momen-
tum transfer and photon energy. Following Ref.f9g the
parity-favored quantities are

b fav =
s j t + 2duS+s j tdu2 + s j t − 1duS−s j tdu2 − 3f j ts j t + 1dg1/2fS+s j tdS−

* s j td + S+
* s j tdS−s j tdg

s2j t + 1dfuS+s j tdu2 + uS−s j tdu2g
, s3d

s fav =
s2j t + 1d
2Lo + 1

fuS+s j tdu2 + uS−s j tdu2g, s4d

whereas the parity-unfavored photodetachment quantities are

bunf = − 1, s5d

sunf =
s2j t + 1d
2L0 + 1

uSos j tdu2. s6d

The subscripts on the scattering amplitudes6, o indicate
the orbital angular momentum of the outgoing photoelectron,
l = j t±1 or l = j t, respectively. Thus, measurements of the
asymmetry parameter provide useful insight into the angular
momentum transfersor sharingd between the outgoing pho-
toelectron and the residual atomic core and how the angular
momentum of the photon coupled with the initial negative-
ion state. The energy dependence ofb provides an indication
of the importance of relativistic effects present in the atomic
structure of that particular atomf9g.

Since the pioneering work of Hall and Siegelf10g and
Cooper and Zaref5g, all experimental and theoretical studies
on photoelectron angular distributions resulting from laser-
negative ion interactions have focused on the photodetach-
ment ofs andp electrons. In addition, there have been rela-
tively few experimental investigations and no theoretical

analysis regarding the spectral dependence of photoelectron
angular distributions from transition-metal negative ions.

Feigerleet al. f11g obtained structural details of V− with
the LPES technique. Its ground-state configuration was in-
ferred from measured photoelectron spectra, and was found
to bes3d44s2d5D with a binding energy of 0.526±0.012 eV.
Fine-structure splitting of the V−s3d44s2d5D ground state was
not resolved in this experiment. Since a fixed frequency Ar+

lasers488.0 nmd was used in their measurement, four transi-
tions from the ground-state parent ion to states of the neutral
atom were observed. The observed transitions were

V−s3d44s2d5D + hn → Vs3d34s2d4F + e−skp,kfd, s7d

V−s3d44s2d5D + hn → Vs3d44sd6D + e−skpd, s8d

V−s3d44s2d5D + hn → Vs3d44sd4D + e−skpd, s9d

V−s3d44s2d5D + hn → Vs3d34s2d4P + e−skp,kfd, s10d

and are illustrated in the energy-level diagram in Fig. 1. In
this paper, we augment the previous study by reporting pho-
toelectron angular measurementssasymmetry parametersd re-
sulting from a single-photon, single-electron photodetach-
ment of both s and d electrons from V− for the four
transitions listed above. The measurements have been carried
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out at discrete photon wavelengths ranging from 457.1 nm to
647.1 nm with a crossed ion-laser beams apparatus that uti-
lizes the LPES technique to examine the photon energy de-
pendence of the asymmetry parameters, which are sensitive
to the angular momentum coupling between the negative ion
and atomic cores, the photoelectron, and the photon.

II. EXPERIMENT

Thorough descriptions of the experimental apparatus
along with benchmark tests have been presented elsewhere
f12,13g. However, a brief overview of the apparatus is pre-
sented below for continuity. Figure 2 presents a schematic
diagram of the LPES apparatus. The V− ion beam is pro-
duced in a cesium-sputter, negative ion sourcef14g. The
source operates by thermally ionizing cesium atoms and ac-
celerating the resulting Cs+ ions towards a negatively biased
vanadium-gallium pellet. Negative ions resulting from the
pellet-Cs+ collision were accelerated to a potential of 10 kV
and focused into a beam. The V− ions were momentum se-
lected by passing the extracted beam through a double focus-
ing, 90° bending magnet, thereby resulting in an isotopically
pure 51V− ion beam. The mass resolution of the magnet was

approximately 0.5%. After traversing the exit aperture of the
magnet, the mass selected51V− ions were focused and
steered into the interaction chamber whose base pressure was
1310−7 Pa. Typical51V− beam intensities inside the interac-
tion chamber ranged from 10 to 30 nA. A50V− beam was
also observeds10–50 pAd. The ratio of beam intensities
51V−/50V− was of the same order as the relative abundance of
the two isotopes. However, the50V− beam was not suffi-
ciently intense to allow photoelectron angular distribution
measurements.

Inside the interaction chamber, the51V− beam intersected
a linearly, polarized, continuousscwd photon beam from ei-
ther a 25 W Ar+ laser or a 1 W Kr+ laser at 90°. The 25 W
Ar+ and the 1 W Kr+ laserswith the aid of an external prism
for wavelength selectiond operated in a polarized single-line
mode to produce photon beams ranging from 0.25 W to 13
W. The photon beam from either laser passed through a
Glan-Laser polarizing prism and a double Fresnel rhomb
sl /2 retarderd before entering the interaction chamber. Since
the extinction ratio of the polarizer was greater than 5
310−5, high polarization purity was guaranteed. To vary the
angle between the outgoing electrons and the polarization
direction of the photon beam, the photoelectron collection
direction was fixed while the polarization direction of the
photon beam was rotated with thel /2 retarder. The position-
ing of the two beams was aided by sets of apertures near the
interaction region. The overlap between the ion and laser
beams was carefully maximized by positioning the photon
beam while minimizing laser beam translations due to rota-
tions of thel /2 retarder.

Photoelectrons produced during the ion-photon interac-
tion were energy-analyzed by a 160° spherical-sector elec-
tron spectrometer that was placed 45 degrees below the hori-
zontal plane formed by the crossed ion and laser beams. The
electron energy analyzer was operated at constant pass ener-
gies of 20 eV or 40 eV, depending on the photoelectron yield
for a particular transition. A comparison of the measured
angular distributions for a particular transition indicated ex-
cellent agreement in the data for the different pass energies
of 20 and 40 eV. The energy resolution of the spectrometer
was approximately 0.4%, and was determined from the full
width at half-maximum of the measured photoelectron spec-

FIG. 1. Energy level diagram of V− and V. The energy levels
shown in the figure are inferred from the measurements from
Feigerleet al. f11g.

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus.
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FIG. 3. Photoelectron energy spectra forhn
+V−→V+ e−. The observed transitions agree
with those of Feigerleet al. f11g. The photoelec-
tron peaks are labeled by their final-state term
designations for vanadium. The energy and
angle-resolved spectra were measured with the
514.5 nm line of a cw Ar+ laser. sad Observed
photoelectrons when the polarization direction of
the photon beam was23.4° relative to the veloc-
ity vector of the collected photoelectrons. Note
the dominance of the V−s3d44s2d5D+hn
→Vs3d44sd6D+e− and V−s3d44s2d5D+hn
→Vs3d44sd4D+e− transitions at this angle.sbd
Observed photoelectrons when the polarization
direction of the photon beam was 86.6° to the
velocity vector of the collected photoelectrons.
Note the appearance of the V−s3d44s2d5D+hn
→Vs3d34s2d4F+e− and V−s3d44s2d5D+hn
→Vs3d34s2d4P+e− transitions. scd Observed
photoelectron spectrum when the polarization di-
rection of the photon beam was 56.6° relative to
the velocity vector of the collected
photoelectrons.
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tra. The acceptance angle was limited to angles less than 1°
by a pair of entrance apertures and the 31.8 mm distance
from the first entrance aperture and the center of the interac-
tion region. All nearby materials were coated with Aerodag
G, thereby minimizing contact potentials in the vicinity of
the electron spectrometer and the interaction region. Elec-
trons with the proper energy for transmission through the
spectrometer were collected with a channeltron electron mul-
tiplier. All high voltage contacts of the photoelectron detec-
tion system were carefully shielded from the interaction re-
gion. In addition, the electron spectrometer and the
interaction region were shielded from stray magnetic fields,
which reduced the magnitude of the magnetic field in the
interaction region to less than 5 mG.

A preamplifier and amplifier successively boosted signals
produced by the channeltron before entering a constant frac-
tion discriminator, which reduced background noise. A
computer-controlled counter collected output pulses from the
discriminator. Additional computer-controlled counters
monitored output pulses from two voltage-to-frequency con-
verters that were used to convert analog signals from a laser
power meter and an electrometer. The additional counters
were used to monitor the intensity of the ion and photon
beams to normalize the photoelectron signal. Data from the
counters were processed and stored with a data acquisition
and control program. The data accumulation time for each
data point varied from 2 to 10 s.

Photoelectron spectra were collected and stored as a func-
tion of the voltage applied to the spectrometer for a particu-
lar value ofu. The angleu was varied in 10° increments by
rotating the double Fresnel rhomb in 5° increments. Typical
energy- and angle-resolved spectra measured at a wavelength
of 514.5 nm are shown in Fig. 3. The relative intensities of
the observed transitions were found to be in excellent agree-
ment with those observed by Feigerleet al. f11g. In Fig. 3sad,
the polarization direction of the photon beam and the elec-
tron collection direction are parallel. At this polarizer setting,
the photoelectron yield for the V−s3d44s2d5D+hn
→Vs3d44sd6D+e− process is near a maximum, while the
yield for the V−s3d44s2d5D+hn→Vs3d34s2d4F+e− transi-

tion is near a minimum. When the polarization direction of
the photon beam is nearly perpendicular to the photoelectron
collection directionfrefer to Fig. 3sbdg, the V−s3d44s2d5D
+hn→Vs3d44sd6D+e− is near a minimum, while the yield
for the V−s3d44s2d5D+hn→Vs3d34s2d4F+e− is near a maxi-
mum.

To determine the photoelectron yield for each peak, the
spectra were fitted to a linear combination of a Gaussian and
a linear background function, using a nonlinear least-squares
routine that weighted each data point by its statistical uncer-
tainty. Once the fitting parameters were extracted from the
fit, each Gaussian was integrated to obtain the photoelectron
yield and its uncertainty. The yields for each transition were
plotted as a function of the dial setting on the polarization
rotator, and fitted to the equation

Isud = ah1 + bP2fcossa − cdgj, s11d

wherea, b, and c are fitting parameters, anda is the dial
setting of the polarization rotator. The dial setting of the
polarization rotatorsdouble-Fresnel rhombd does not neces-
sarily correspond withu, the angle between the photoelec-
tron collection direction and the polarization direction of the
photon beam. As a result, the angular origin foru had to be
determined. The procedure for this calibration process is
straightforward. First, a polarization analyzer with its trans-
mission axis parallel to the electron collection direction was
inserted into the laser beam beyond the double-Fresnel
rhomb. Then electrons were collected from a photodetach-
ment process whose asymmetry parameter is known to be
near21. The dial setting of the polarization rotator was var-
ied until a minimum photoelectron yield was observed. The
angular origin was easily ascertained, once the dial setting of
the double-Fresnel rhomb was calibrated tosu=90°d. Plots of
typical photoelectron yields as a function ofu are shown in
Figs. 4 and 5.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured asymmetry parameters for all transitions
and photon energies are listed in Table I. Each cell in the

FIG. 4. A typical plot of the photoelectron
yields for the transition V−s3d44s2d5D+hn
→Vs3d44sd6D+e− versus the angle between the
polarization direction of the photon beam and the
photoelectron collection direction. The extracted
value ofb for this particular angular distribution
measurement at 514.5 nm is 1.90±0.04. The error
bar in b reflects the statistical uncertainty of the
nonlinear curve fit described in the text. A plot for
the V−s3d44s2d5D+hn→Vs3d44sd4D+e− is not
shown since it is similar to the one shown here.
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table displays the weighted average of several measured
asymmetry parameters with error bars based on the statistical
uncertainties of the nonlinear curve fits. The mean values of
the extracted asymmetry parameters were used to estimate
systematic errors. The largest systematic error was due to the
variation in spatial overlap of the laser and ion beams. All
error bars in Table I are reported to one standard deviation
from the mean. Since the entrance aperture of the electron
spectrometer was sufficiently small, solid angle corrections
to the measured asymmetry parameters were not required.

To gain some insight into the nature of the interaction
between the V− and the photon beam, it is important to ex-
amine the experimental results within the framework of the
Cooper-Zaref5g theory and the angular momentum transfer
formalism. Within the Cooper-Zaref5g theory, the photode-
tachment process produces an outgoingp wave when thes
electron is photodetached from the parent ion, andp- or
f-wave photoelectrons when thed electron is photodetached
from V−. In the case when thes electron is photodetached
from the negative ion, the independent-particle approxima-
tion predicts an energy-independent asymmetry parameter,
b=2. A comparison between this theoretical prediction and
the measuredb parametersssee Table Id for the processes
V−s3d44s2d5D+hn→Vs3d44sd6D+e− and V−s3d44s2d5D
+hn→Vs3d44sd4D+e− indicates agreement over all ob-
served photon energies. According to the Cooper-Zare

model, the relative contribution ofp and f waves resulting
from the ejection of thed electron of V− depends on the
energy of the incoming photon beam and the structure of the
negative ion. Ifp waves dominate, the asymmetry parameter
approaches a value of 0.2, but if thef wave dominates it
approaches a value of 0.8. The minimal and maximal value
of 21 and 2, respectively, can only occur when the outgoing
p and f waves interfere. To the authors’ knowledge, a calcu-
lation that predicts the asymmetry parameter or the relative
contribution of the outgoingp or f waves for this process has
not been carried out. One should expect thep wave to domi-
nate near threshold, since the centrifugal barrier better sup-
presses the high angular momentum of thef wave f15g.
However, allb parameters reported in Table I result from
processes far from threshold, which leads one to expect both
p and f partial waves to interfere. Since the results in Table I
are near21 for the d electron process V−s3d44s2d5D+hn
→Vs3d44s2d4F+e−, one can infer that both partial waves
contribute significantly in the photodetachment process. In
the case of the V−s3d44s2d5D+hn→Vs3d34s2d4P+e− pro-
cess, one needs additional theoretical details to deduce the
dominant interaction.

To express the asymmetry parameter within the angular
momentum transfer theory, one must first list all allowed
angular momentum transferj t. Table II lists the allowed val-
ues of j t= uL c−L ou for each transition along with their corre-

FIG. 5. A typical plot of the photoelectron
yields for the transition V−s3d44s2d5D+hn
→Vs3d34s2d4F+e− versus the angle between the
polarization direction of the photon beam and the
photoelectron collection direction. The extracted
value ofb for this particular angular distribution
measurement at 514.5 nm is −0.88±0.01. The er-
ror bar in b reflects the statistical uncertainty of
the nonlinear curve fit described in the text.

TABLE I. Photoelectron asymmetry parameters for the processshn+V−→V+ e−d. The transitions are
labeled by the final states in V.

Wavelengthsnmd Vs3d34s2d4F Vs3d34s2d4P Vs3d44sd6D Vs3d44sd4D

457.9 1.96±0.01 1.99−0.02
+0.01

476.0 −0.99−0.01
+0.05 1.98±0.02 1.98±0.02

488.0 −0.93±0.03 −0.4±0.1 1.92±0.03 1.95±0.01

496.0 −0.85±0.04 2.00−0.08
+0.00 2.00−0.01

+0.00

514.5 −0.93±0.02 −0.3±0.1 1.91±0.03 1.99−0.02
+0.01

647.1 2.00−0.04
+0.00
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sponding parity favored and unfavored values. The angular
momentum transfer theory allows more values ofj t due to
the angular momentum coupling of the photon with the nega-
tive ion and the residual atomic core than the independent
particle model for the transitions in the current study. This
results in the allowance of more partial waves interfering for
the outgoing photoelectron. However, as stated in Ref.f9g,
the effects from the higher odd2l values may be small. Any
deviation of the asymmetry parameter predictions from the
measured values or those displaying an energy dependence
will indicate the need for the more sophisticated angular mo-
mentum theory and be an indication of the electron correla-
tion effects.

A comparison of thes-electron photodetachment results to
the expression forbs4Dd and bs6Dd indicates that thej t= lo
angular momentum transfer dominates these photodetach-
ment processes at the measured photoenergies. The asymme-
try parameters also do not display a pronounced energy de-
pendence within the range of photon wavelengths of this
experiment. This suggests that the final-state interaction be-
tween the residual atomic vanadium core and the outgoing
electron is weak. Furthermore, the liberated electron can be
described by ap wave in agreement with the Cooper-Zare
theoryf5g. In the case ofd-electron photodetachment, we do
not have sufficient evidence to rule out parity-favored or
-unfavored channels in the observed values ofb near 21,
since parity-favored channels can interfere to yield asymme-
try parameters near negative 1. A complete theoretical calcu-
lation is needed to discern which channels dominate.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Asymmetry parameters have been measured for the
single-photon, single-electron photodetachment ofs and d
electrons from V− at discrete wavelengths in the region
457.9–647 nm. The results were discussed within the
Cooper-Zaref5g theory and the angular momentum transfer
formalism of Fano and Dillf6–9g. The analysis of the pro-
cesses involving the photodetachment of ans electron from
V− over the discrete photon energies suggests that final-state
interactions between the outgoing electron and the residual V
atom are weak, indicating that the Cooper-Zaref5g theory
provides a satisfactory description of the observed process.
In the processes involving the photodetachment of ad elec-
tron for V−, the measured values of the asymmetry parameter
near21 for the V−s3d44s2d5D+hn→Vs3d34s2d4F+e− tran-
sition imply that bothp and f partial waves may contribute
significantly to the observed processes. A comparison be-
tween the Cooper-Zaref5g and Fano-Dillf6–9g description
for d electron photodetachment processes requires a com-
plete theoretical calculation of the observed process.
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